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The vacation is over and it’s time to 
go back to school. It’s time to meet 
again our friends, colleagues and 
teachers which we miss during the 
vacation. 
The most important is getting 
back on track, we will gain new 
information and skills in life which 
is certainly things that will make us 
better and help us become in the 

Back to school

Salama

future what we hope to be.
One important thing to remember 
at the start of the new school year 
is that if you arrange homework 
times and plan well to review 
lessons, this will be good for us.
Wishing you all a good start. 
Happy new school year. 

Homework Safe Crossing 

Potatoes Kofta Irrigation Conservation Tips

Hello Dear friends..

6 10

14 19



4-5

 Raising
 mothers’ awareness on

 the importance of the child seat
at Latifa Hospital

RTA’s Traffic and Roads 
Agency honored its partners 
in spreading traffic awareness 
messages. Among them 
are Dubai Health Authority, 
Smart Dubai Government 
Emirates Transport, and 
companies specializing in 
advertising awareness: Hills 
and JCDecaux

 Honoring
 Traffic

 Awareness
Partners

The “Child Safety” program, 
run by the Traffic Department 
in collaboration with the 
Dubai Health Authority 
(DHA), continues its training 
workshop in pregnant clinics 
in Dubai hospitals. Recently, 
a training workshop was held 
at the Latifa Pregnant Clinic 
on the importance and use 
of the child seat, in addition 
to distributing awareness 
brochures to guide mothers 
with the right way to 
protect children from traffic 
accidents.

RTA’s Traffic Department 
participated in the awareness 
activities organized by Dubai 
Police that took place at Arabian 
Center. The event   witnessed the 
participation of Abu Dhabi Police, 
Umm Al Qewain Police, Dubai 
civil defense as well as Sharjah 
Police. 
RTA’s participation included 
distributing awareness leaflets 
on the attendees.  Including 
brochures and educational gifts 
for children and parents about 
child safety, vehicle maintenance 
and road safety

 Awareness
 activities

 at “Arabian
 “Center
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The Traffic Department participated 

in the summer activities organized 

by Bel Remaitha club for students. 

The participation included the 

distribution of Salama Magazine, 

asking entertainment and 

awareness questions in which the 

winners received in-kind gifts, in 

addition to an explanation about 

the smart application of Salama 

Magazine.

RTA’s Traffic Department and HR 
Department organized a training 
program for virtual driving for 
summer training students, in 
cooperation with the Emirates 
Transport Institute for Driving. 
The training program included 
the identification of the most 
important parts of the vehicle, 
the most important safety steps 
to be followed when driving, and 
how to use the fire extinguisher 
when needed.

 Traffic
 Awareness

 participates in
 Bel Remaitha
 club summer

activities

RTA’s Traffic Department 
organized awareness lectures 
for drivers in three companies 
during the month of August, 
including Tristar and MultiPlex, 
in addition to the national taxi 
drivers in Dubai. The awareness 
lectures included explaining the 
main causes of traffic accidents 
and how to avoid them, and 
the most prominent traffic 
violations and fines associated 
with them.

 Awareness
 lectures

 for drivers
 of several

 companies

Traffic Department participated in the events organized by the Dubai Culture and Arts Authority, within its summer program 2019 under the slogan (Our Summer Culture and Arts). The participation included distributing copies of Salama magazine in Al Mankhool library, awareness gifts, in addition to children taking pictures in the library with Salama characters. 

 Salama
 characters

 in «Our Summer
«Culture and Arts

 Summer
 training

 students at
 RTA experience
Virtual Driving



Scenario: Loulwa Thani

Homework

6-7

Oh NOOOO! 
I lost 

 Darling don’t get 
so excited for a 
game

Mom.. Salama, can 
any one of you do 
my homework?

One of us! And 
what will you 
do? 

Can’t you see 
how busy I am 
playing with my 
friends

A huge difference, 
it’s easy to let us do 
your homework, but 
it’s a shame to trick 
your teachers

Sorry I can’t.. I only 
can help you under-
stand how to do it 
yourself

What is the 
difference?



You can solve 
some of them 
and what you find 
difficult I will try to 
explain to you

I do not fool any-
one, but there is 
too much home-
work to do

And do not forget that 
there is time to play 
and time to study .. 
What do you think, 
Mom? I see you are so 
easy with him

  You are right, Salama. 
You will force me to 
schedule your playing 
time so you don’t com-
plain about studying

 Why, Mom? I didn’t 
make any mistake 
to punish me and 
these homework is 
not useful

Your studies are useful 
because they represent 
your future and the 
lessons you are taking 
are about knowledge 
and science you need 
to learn

Sorry, dear, it was my 
fault from the start 
that I allowed you to 
play on weekdays

Well, I will do my 
homework myself 
without anyone’s 
help .. But allow me 
to continue my game 
after that

Hooray! Studying time 
is different than play-
ing time, as you used 
to tell me Mom when I 
was his age

NO!



Parking in front of 
the Mosque

After prayer your uncle 
Rashid will come with 
us for lunch

Great I’m keen to 
play chess with him 

There is no place to 
park the car

Unfortunately many 
cars park illegally .. 
What if there is an 
emergency

Isn’t that uncle 
Hamed?

Yes.. what is 
he doing?!       

let’s try one 
more time

8-9



Hamed..
Hamed

Salem, what a 
nice coincidence

How do you park your 
car like this, don’t you 
know it’s wrong?  

What should I do 
Salem, there is no 
free parking, I am 
afraid to be late for 
the prayers

Get in your car and 
come with me, 
let’s search for a 
parking on the op-
posite side

Salem and Hamed arrived at the 
opposite side of the mosque and 
found many vacant lotsPlease Hamed fol-

low my car, what you 
are doing is wrong

The opposite 
side, it is far from 
the mosque

See Hamed

That’s good. We 
easily found a place 
to park hereGo away, walk a 

little, or even find 
a second mosque, 
but don’t break the 
law, annoy people, 
or block the road

You’re right, 
Salem

And we still have 
time to catch the 
prayer



Safe Crossing 

I’ll go 
right way

You left him 
in the car alone?.. 
This is very risky 

What 
is this 

sound?! .. 



You made a big 
mistake by not paying 

attention to the road while 
crossing. You should look right 

then left and listen carefully 
before crossing and make 

sure the street is free of 
vehicles

You were 
busy looking at your 

phone instead of paying 
attention to your brother 

and to the vehicles coming. 
And you were busy with 

the headphones and 
you didn’t listen well

You are right, 
we won’t do

 it again

Thank you 
Super nader            

Don’t forget 
my dear, you must 

accompany your little 
brother during crossing 

and pay attention 
to him

What 
happened

True. 
I see it 
myself 

Thank God 
you are all fine. 

Go ahead, sir, so as 
not to cause traffic 

jams

Come 
over the 

sidewalk to talk 
safely

Why did you 
let him go, Super 

Nader? We should 
call the police

My dear, it’s 
your fault. You 

suddenly decided to 
cross the road and a 
disaster could have 

happened

I was 
crossing 

the road with 
my brother 
and this car 

almost hit us
Super Nader, 

you judge. I was 
driving my car at the 
normal speed of the 

road. Suddenly these two 
boys appeared crossing 

the road, one looking 
at his phone and the 

other wearing 
headphones

What to 
do? The pedestrian 

crossing is far

Not 
that far and 

it is safe 



Reckless Driving

12-13

You are late for 
your exit and the 
road is long

Don’t worry, 
dear.. I can reach 
quickly as you 
know

Please do not drive 
at high speed and 
stick to the path 
have set

I drive in external 
roads and I know 
how to intelligent-
ly bypass radar

I put you lunch in your 
bag .. Bye

Thank you my 
beloved wife .. 
Bye

The gorilla drove off his big car and, as 
usual, drove fast and listened to the songs 
so loud that he could not hear anything 
outside the car 



Unfortunately, he was not stick-
ing to his designated route and 
driving the car very dangerously

Many drivers tried to alert him to 
what was happening, but the loud 
sound of music prevented him 
from hearing their calls 

Indeed, the disaster occurred and 
the leakage of water caused a car 
to slip, causing it to deviate from its 
course and hit the gorilla’s vehicle

As he walked in this chaotic way, 
water began to seep from the 
tanker as one pipe came off

I will give you three fines: the 
first for driving at a high speed, 
the second because you drove 
not in your designated route and 
the third for confusing traffic. 



Irrigation 
Conservation Tips

Oh really! 
That’s why I always 
see Dad watering it 
after sunset. I didn’t 

understand the reason 
.. I wanted to surprise 

him

Do you have 
other tips to water it 

properly?

This is so nice 
of you

What 
are you doing? 

I am 
watering our 

beautiful garden 

Sweety, 
its 10 am! 

So? 

Water before 
8am or after 6pm 

and avoid watering on 
windy days.

14-15



Water in several 
short sessions rather than 

one long one. For example, 
three 10- minute sessions 

spaced 30 minutes to an hour 
apart will allow your lawn to 
better absorb moisture than 

one straight 30-minute 
session

Only water when 
your lawn is dry. Over 

watering promotes shallow root 
growth making your lawn less hardy. 

To determine if your lawn needs to 
be watered, simply walk across the 

grass. If you leave footprints, it is 
time to water it

It’s better to 
ask dad to install 

moisture sensors in each 
irrigation zone (sunny, 
shady, etc.) to better 
determine irrigation 

needs.

Thank you, 
Alia, your advice 

will help me a lot to 
take care of our beautiful 

garden

Thank you 
Dad

Alright 

Okay.
 I can do that

The End



New driver 

16

Hello dear friends, I’ll 
talk with you today 
about something we 
all have faced before, 
which is being a new 
driver 

Today I will talk 
specifically about our 
role in helping the 
new driver to be able 
to drive properly and 
safely

The new driver will 
be a little slow so we 
have to be patient and 
not to stress him until 
he gradually acquires 
experience in the 
roads

It is very dangerous to 
make a sudden and 
rapid bypass in front 
of the new driver as it 
could cause a traffic 
accident

The new driver is a 
driver who complies 
with all traffic laws 
and expects others to 
do the same



Scenario: Loulwa Thani

Driving without 
number plates

17

Hello sir, Is this your 
car?

Yes. It is new.. 
what do you 
think about it? 

Practical and un-
doubtedly beautiful 
car but does not 
carry a plate number 
like the rest of the 
cars!

Why didn’t you put  
a new plate number 
on it?

I was in a hurry to 
drive it

Ahaaa .. I do not see it 
necessary now, I just 
bought it two days ago 
from my friend who pre-
ferred to keep his plate 
number

Driving a car with 
no plate number on 
the road is a traffic 
violation

Violation! 

Exactly sir! It is worth 
3 thousand Dirhams 
and 23 black points 
plus car confiscation 
for 90 days

Oh! I didn’t know 
that

It is your car, sir, and 
having a plate number 
protects your rights and 
represents compliance 
with traffic laws

Absolutely
 right



Misuse 
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Scenario: Ayman Fermawi

Could you lend 
me your tablet, 
Marwan

Of course.. I 
left it in the 
charger an 
hour ago

There seems to be 
a problem with the 
charger .. The tablet 
is not responding

Weird! This 
is the third 
charger 
I buy in 
less than a 
month

Me! Why? 

The problem is 
you, Marwan

Because you use 
the charger care-
lessly and in a wrong 
way

A wrong way !! .. 
How?

I noticed that you pull 
it out of the wire while 
it is in the socket 
which can damage it

We have to hold 
the charger in a 
correct way while 
using it



Potatoes Kofta 

19

Me! Why? 

Hello dear friends. 
Our dish today is 
loved by both kids 
and adults. It is the 
potatoes Kofta 

Then cut the rest of the 
things and mix the ingre-
dients after draining the 
potatoes to form a homo-
geneous mixture

Now fry the mixture in a little oil in 
the form of a cylindrical or circular 
as desired with stirring on both 
sides until browned

All what we need is: 4 pota-
toes, 1 onion, 2 garlic cloves, 1 
egg, a little mozzarella cheese 
and paprika, salt and pepper 
and a little flour.

Chop the potatoes, 
place them in ice wa-
ter and leave them 
for a while

Look at this deli-
cious golden kofta.. 
fantastic smell.. 
enjoy .


